Tennis Match Results
Wesleyan vs Middlebury
Mar 19, 2016 at Middlebury, Vt.
(Nelson Recreational Center)

#7 Middlebury 7, #8 Wesleyan 2

Singles competition
1. #1 Eudice Chong (WES) def. Ria Gerger (MIDDWT) 7-5, 6-2
2. Alexandra Fields (MIDDWT) def. #9 Victoria Yu (WES) 6-4, 2-6, 6-2
3. #24 Lily Bondy (MIDDWT) def. Helen Klass-Warch (WES) 4-6, 6-3, 6-1
4. Christina Puccinelli (MIDDWT) def. Aashli Budhiraja (WES) 6-3, 7-5
5. Molly Paradies (MIDDWT) def. Nicole McCann (WES) 6-3, 6-2
6. Lauren Amos (MIDDWT) def. Dasha Dubinsky (WES) 6-0, 6-4

Doubles competition
1. Eudice Chong/Aashli Budhiraja (WES) def. Ria Gerger/Kaysee Orozco (MIDDWT) 8-4
2. Lily Bondy/Sadie Shackelford (MIDDWT) def. Victoria Yu/Nicole McCann (WES) 9-7
3. Lauren Amos/Alexandra Fields (MIDDWT) def. Helen Klass-Warch/Dasha Dubinsky (WES) 8-4

Match Notes:
Wesleyan 3-1, 0-1; National ranking #8; Regional ranking #7
Middlebury 3-0, 3-0; National ranking #7; Regional ranking #3
Order of finish: Doubles (3,1,2); Singles (1,4,2,3,5,6)
T-5:30  A-50